The complete proofing solution for
the toughest quality demands
GMG ColorProof is an internationally established software

Adobe-based RIP or platesetter. Maximum compatibility

solution for producing digital contract proofs. The printing

with Adobe Creative Suite is ensured.

result is simulated with maximum accuracy based on
GMG's unique DeviceLink technology. Unlike with ICC

{{ Proof standard technology for absolute reliability

profiles, DeviceLink profiles ensure that the CMY and

All information required for the color management of a

Black channels are under complete control. Top ratings in

certain printer-media combination and for a specific print

comparative tests of well-known competitor products by

standard is tied into a proof standard. Featuring a database

independent organizations paint a very clear picture.

assisted validation of all important parameters and profiles,
sources of error are reduced and key presets automatically

Target groups

defined.

• Designers, agencies, photographers, print buyers,
publishing houses
• Prepress businesses and print shops in the fields of

{{ Productive workflows via automation
The filter rules make work far easier for the user. Once

illustration, catalogs, advertising and commercial

a workflow has been created, all files can be stored in a

printing

single hotfolder. Further processing is automatically in
accordance with the filters. With a load balancing function

What are the key features and benefits?

to automatically distribute the work load and with nesting

{{ Complete solution for toughest quality demands

strategies to determine how the jobs are arranged on the

GMG ColorProof contains all components for high-end

media, the full capacity of the proof system can be used

proofing applications, including profiles for all international

while saving valuable proof media.

printing standards. After a brief printer calibration, the
software and its intuitive user interface are ready to start

{{ Remote proofing

working with. The latest Adobe PDF Print Engine ensures

One of GMG's key concepts is reproducibility, meaning to

that data is interpreted in the same way as with any other

achieve exactly the same print results, whether a printer

is located next room or in another country. With the en-

Inline also validates spot color control strips, identifying

hanced remote proofing functionality in GMG ColorProof,

colors which cannot be reproduced by the proof printer.

work can be easily accessed, stored and shared between
different locations. The perfect interplay of GMG media,

{{ Client-server interface

printer calibrations and profiles provides the necessary ba-

With the integrated GMG WebClient, multiple users can

sis. Image data, profiles and proofing parameters are simply

directly interact with a remote GMG ColorProof installa-

sent to a remote GMG ColorProof system for local output

tion and create jobs from any standard web browser. Files

of a proof displaying identical colors.

can be directly dropped onto visualized hotfolders and tracked conveniently from any PC or Mac within the compa-

{{ GMG ProofControl Inline

ny intranet. Especially if GMG ColorProof is not directly re-

GMG ProofControl Inline is a module for GMG Color-

achable from all work places, GMG WebClient is an ideal

Proof featuring a fully automatic verification of contone

solution extending the accessibility by providing networked

and halftone proofs on printers with integrated measuring

job submission and central monitoring.

instruments. Control strips are automatically measured and
evaluated. Depending on the printer model, the results are
printed directly via the proof printer, next to the control

More information is available from your graphic arts dealer

strips, or via a separate label printer. GMG ProofControl

or at www.gmgcolor.com.

Software requirements

Features

Operating
system

Supported
formats

PS, PDF, PDF/X, TIFF, 1-Bit-TIFF, LEN, Photoshop
DCS/EPS, JPEG, etc.

Supported
measuring
devices

Current models from X-Rite incl. Spectrolino/
SpectroScan, i1, i1 Pro2, iO, i1iSis, i1iSis 2, Epson
Spectroproofer ILS20, ILS30, Barbieri Spectro LFP/
Spectro Swing

Supported
printing
standards

Profiles for all common international printing standards, such as ISO, PSO, PSR, SWOP/GRACoL,
3DAP, etc. are included. Support of ICC profiles
(incl. multicolor) and ICC specification V2 and V4

Spot colors

Spot color libraries of Pantone®, HKS and DIC
are included; support for spot color systems,
such as Hexachrome®

Scope of
supply

GMG ColorProof on DVD; dongle; various control strips, GMG calibration sets and
Proof-Standards; WebClient for 3 users, GMG
SpotColor Editor

Supported
languages

English, German, French, Italian, Portuguese,
Spanish, Chinese traditional and simplified,
Japanese, Korean

Options /
license

Licences for all supported printers (at least one
printer licence required), GMG ProfileEditor, GMG
DotProof, GMG FlexoProof, GMG ProofControl
Inline, Extended Gamut Option (XG), 1-Bit-toContone, Print & Cut Option, DotProof Sharpness
Control, Smart Hotfolder / XML Interface, Printer
Imposition Proofer

Microsoft Windows Server 2008 R2,
Microsoft Windows Server 2012 R2,
Windows 7 (32-/64-bit), Windows 8.1 (32-/64bit), Windows 10 (32-/64-bit)

Hardware requirements
Processor
Memory
Graphics card/
Monitor
Miscellaneous

Intel® Core™ i5
4 GB RAM, min. 250 GB hard disk
Min. 1280 x 1024 dpi resolution, OpenGL 3.2
support
DVD-ROM, 2 x USB 2.0, network card

The hardware requirements depend on the operating system
used, and on the number and type of output devices.

Features
Supported
printers

Epson Stylus Pro 4000, 4400, 4450, 4800,
4880, 4900, 7400, 7450, 7600, 7800, 7880,
7890, 7900, WT7900, 9400, 9450, 9600,
9800, 9880, 9890, 9900, 10600, 11880
Epson SureColor SC-P6000, 7000 V, 8000,
9000 V
HP Designjet 130, 4000, 5000, 5500, Z2100,
Z3100, Z3200, Z5200, Z6100, Z6200
Canon imagePROGRAF iPF 6300, 6300S,
6350, 6400, 6400S, 6450, 8300, 8300S,
8400, 8400S, 8410, 8410s
Roland VersaUV LEC-330, 540
Roland VersaUV LEJ-640
Roland VersaCAMM VS-300, 420, 540, 640,
VS-300i, 540i, 640i
Mimaki UJF-706
Printer Imposition Proofer
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